
... with the future built in

The MULTIEYE ANPR number plate recogni-
tion offers numerous application possibilities 
and advantages: 

 Automatic gate opening

 Staff savings

 Constant availability

 Fast processing of entries and departures

 Security for the company through  

 access control

 Proof of entry and departure

 Management of parking space capacities

 Optimization and proof of vehicle dwell time

 Geo marketing

 Analysis of customers catchment area

The automating of entries and departures saves money and 
manages access authorizations to the premises. The dwell 
time of vehicles can be tracked and analyzed, this offers 
e.g. optimized logistics. On parking decks the number plate 
recognition prevents misuse by long-term parking. For the 
return of rental cars – after opening hours or at unstaffed 
stations – the actual return times are recorded. At the  
same time possible damage can be documented by high-
resolution cameras.

Number Plate Recognition | Gate and Traffic
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The MULTIEYE ANPR is used as well-priced add-on software module with MULTIEYE video recorders. The number plates 
are stored synchronously with the video recording in a database. The standard software module tracks number plates on 
2 lanes. Through software upgrade more lanes may be added. The ANPR software can be run on an external server to 
avoid additional load on the recorder.

The MULTIEYE number plate recognition is available in two designs: Traffic and Gate.  
Analog as well as IP-cameras are supported. We recommend our ANPR bullet 2MP IP-camera 
to achieve best results. 
 
Number plates from up to 125 different countries are recognized.

 
In addition to the MULTIEYE number plate recognition software upgrades Gate and Traffic we offer plug-and-play number 
plate recognition systems.

MULTIEYE ANPR type Gate 

2-channel software module for the recognition and 
recording of number plates and the analysis of a “black 
and white list” for the control of entering and departing 
vehicles, time-controlled access control, database  
ring buffer function, email notification with snapshot,  
standard analysis tool, encoded MySQL database  
(not accessible to customers).  

 Article no. 810178

MULTIEYE ANPR type Traffic 

2-channel software module, same as Gate with acces-
sible MySQL database for customer-specific applications 
and further processing as well as premium analysis tool, 
instant display of number plates and recordings and 
numerous filter functions. 
 
 Article no. 810170

MULTIEYE system

MULTIEYE ANPR number plate recognition 
 Add-on software module

Recording of number plates with  
chronological synchronism in database
 Tracks 2 lanes 
 Expandable by upgrade to more lanes
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